DIRECTOR’S REPORT

T

imes are getting harder and harder both for Paddington Arts and our members and their families. This
year over 1000 families have been forced out of Westminster due to cuts in housing benefits; next year
Paddington Arts will lose its grant from Westminster Council, due to Westminster cutting its arts budget
by 100%. Nevertheless, we will continue to help children and young people in whatever way we can – our
projects and activities are needed today more than ever.
We love to see the creative talent of our members and we have tried to communicate this in pictures and
with our members’ own words. Our programme consists of workshops, projects, events and trips and we
focus on Performing Arts and Media. If you have any ideas, or would like to help please contact us or call
round.
Steve Shaw
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PERFORMING ARTS
This year we had over sixty performers in our Christmas and Summer shows with exceptionally high standards of
dance. In addition, our Drama Group made a video based on characters they created and stories ranging from a
broken window, to finding a hidden treasure. In each case the event was told from 4 different perspectives.
Our dancers and steelpan players were invited to perform at three outdoor community events as part of the
Paddington Festival, which Paddington Arts helped to organise. It was great to play a part in putting together this
Festival of family fun and community events. We got local boy and Eastenders actor Chucky ‘Ray’ Venn to open the Festival, and he helped the
Festival get off to a flying start.
On the next pages you can see the performers from the Annual Show,
the B-Boyz, the 11-15s and the 16-26s. Carnival was bigger and
better than ever with over 300 revellers taking to the streets, and we
also performed at Kingston and Bridgewater Carnivals. See the pictures
of the fantastic costumes later in this report and read the frontline
reports from our members.
We made two residential trips to Woodrow High House. The young people really enjoyed this as many of them
had not stayed over night away from their parents, so they were quite nervous but also had to be very brave. Look
further in this report and you will see for yourself what fun it was!
As always we all work hard and play hard, so why not come and join in the fun!
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Eldora Edward
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Youth Theatre

M

y name is Daniel Bailey. I’m a 26 years old actor/director/playwright . I studied modern drama
studies at Brunel University.

My debut production was ‘Covered’, a one act play about the accidental death of a young man called Myles
- Myles is a metaphor for the relationships we choose; how greed, love and brotherhood along with any
other feeling can’t always be tamed, and when they’re not properly managed they can fall into disrepute.
Paddington Arts gave me the space to workshop my script and then hold readings so I could cast the play.
Paddington Arts supported my vision. We were able to rehearse twice a week, and this helped us create an
excellent piece of theatre.
Being in the Paddington Arts building also gave me the opportunity to build on my career as a director,
establish myself as a playwright and also establish my theatre company: New Heritage Theatre.
I was able to learn how to produce a show from professionals and the experience was second to none; this
I’m sure will serve me greatly throughout my years as a drama practitioner.
A sincere thank you to all who have welcomed me at Paddington Arts and allowed me to create good work.
I appreciate the support. Thank you.
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SPOKEN WORD

W

e ran a schools outreach programme ‘Hopes and Fears’ working with young people who had been
excluded from school or were at risk of exclusion. This was a spoken word and digital media
project led by Chris Preddie. Chris was made an OBE in 2012 for his work in helping young people turn
away from crime.
I wake up to a world full of drugs and addicts.
I hope one day there are no gangs
but to make that happen we all need to make a little change to our lives.
I don’t want to grow up to a world where babies grow up with knives.
Too many crimes – it’s dire
I feel the rage and the fire
some people might call me a liar.
I see people in the street smoking weed
and I see gangs stabbing each other like assassins’ creed.
One of my biggest fears is getting yanked in da belly.
One of my biggest fears is getting stuck in front of the telly.
One of my biggest fears is being a failure to my family.
One of my biggest fears is seeing the barrel of a gun, pressed against my beating heart.
Norik, age 11
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POSITIVE LIGHT
Some people say that life isn’t fair.
But look towards the light with no fear.
Negative ambition will not get you anywhere.
Hope my life don’t get messed up
My fear is seeing myself on the road,
To be caught in the action like
Lights Camera Action.
Like these gangsters munching,
Down the road like Pac man
And end up in jail,
Lock down, like crack,
Head on crack, man.
Life is full of ups and downs,
But when the light goes down I have no fear.
A positive attitude is what I wear,
To get me to a place where,
My life is perfect and fair,
With a positive atmosphere.
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Raven, age 13
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CARNIVAL

T

his years’ carnival was spectacular, with 200 people turning out on the Sunday (Children’s Day) and
over 300 on Carnival Monday. The theme was ‘Callaloo’ which in Trinidad means a mixture of
everything. There were creatures from under the sea – jellyfish, octopus and starfish ; the sun and the
moon; and the King and Queen of the swans.
“Hello my name is Kyle Joseph and I participated in Notting Hill & Kingston Carnivals this year with Elimu
Paddington Arts; which was great fun. I was very excited for months while my costume was being made as I
couldn’t wait to see the spectator’s reactions to my brightly coloured costume representing “The Sun”.
I have taken part in carnival now with Elimu Paddington Arts for a number of years and worn a number of
Junior King costumes. I enjoy helping in the camp, learning new dance routines and participating in the
carnivals; especially being part of a group of other costume wearers bringing together the big jigsaw of
vibrant themed colours.
For me carnival is all about seeing your costume design coming to life, having fun, enjoying the beats and
showing off my moves.
Notting Hill Carnival is a very unique parade bringing lots of different people, sounds and floats together on
the roads I normally watch through the windows of my bus. I feel very lucky to have a carnival like Notting
Hill on my doorstep and look forward to doing it all again next year...I wonder what I will be wearing?”
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CARNIVAL
‘Go down! Go down! Go down!’ The crowd was getting lively as the Paddington Arts float was
getting ready to move. The sun reflected on everyone’s costume making a beautiful sight. At the
start when we headed down the road it was really calm, but my heart was beating so fast when
Sharae, Shakira and I had to dance at judging point. As we got under the bridge we had to rush
to the front to show the crowd who’s boss. When we started to dance I could
hear “Go Melliah! Go Sharae! Give it your all!” It felt so
nerve-racking when it came to dancing, but I
still gave it my all and so did the rest.
We finally finished the dance, “Pheeeeeewwwww!” It was
time for freestyle, which is my favourite part.
Everyone’s eyes were locked on us as we enjoyed the
spotlight. That’s what I like!
The band carried on having a nice time dancing their butts off
until ……Ladbroke Grove appeared. At the top of the hill as you
looked down all you could see were trillions of humans on the
road. From a bird’s eye view we all looked like ants.
Paddington Arts is a smashing float that’s been on for years.
WE ALWAYS KNOW HOW TO MAKE IT LIVE !!!!!!!
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Melliah, age 11.
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THE CuLTuRAL HERITAGE OF NORTH PADDINGTON
This was a new project for Paddington Arts. We worked with a Year 6 class from Queens Park Primary
School to look at the local area and their own family history and culture, using photography and video,
and producing an exhibition that was displayed in the local library. We also visited the Museum of
Brands and brought in a group of elders to talk about their experiences of living in the area going back
to the Second World War.
“I liked the photography because I saw how the angles worked, and I liked
the videoing because I got to ask a lot of questions.”
Afriya, age 11
“I liked the fact that we could bring objects into the class and talk about
our country and culture. It gave you a good feeling and made us feel
proud.”
Nour, age 11
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“I learnt something that I never knew before because I asked my
mother something and it was about her family.”
Anesah, age 11
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RESIDENTIAL

P

addington Arts takes its members on residential trips because it allows them to connect with the
natural world, and gives us more time to get to know each other and talk about things. This year we
went to Woodrow High House in Amersham, and we did drama and video workshops and created
characters and stories and made a film in a day.

Woods surround it.
On the trees there were whistling birds.
On the ground there were fluorescent flowers,
Disgusting insects.
Rabbits hopped around the lush fields.
Over the forest you could see fields.
Woodrow High House is spectacular.
Jessica, age 11
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RESIDENTIAL

M

y stay at Woodrow was amazing especially the low ropes. I enjoyed this because we all got to work in
pairs, and we learnt to have trust in others.

Also, I liked that after breakfast, lunch and dinner, we all could have free time for one hour, so we got to
explore the house and learn about the people who had history at Woodrow.
The things I didn’t like were all the bugs. We were told that there was a bug named ‘Maybug’ because it
comes out in May. Luckily we didn’t spot any of them around, but there certainly was a lot of flies!
I enjoyed the ‘monologues’ the most. I liked them because we got to make up our own characters and use
them in short interviews which we filmed. Their personalities were completely different to our own.
On our last day of our stay at Woodrow, we went on a long walk through the forest with some of the
workers there. It lasted about one hour, so we were all very tired. But luckily when we got back we got to
have free time.
If I had the chance to go back to Woodrow High House, I would definitely go again, as I know all of the staff
are friendly there.
Britney, age 11
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WORK ExPERIENCE

Y

outh Arts Online is a website produced by Paddington Arts to support young people who wish to pursue a
career in the creative industries. It is run by interns and volunteers. We also have young people from local
schools on work experience. Tasnim and Amina came to Paddington Arts one day a week for a term and were
asked to look at the website and write down what they thought of it.
Youth Arts Online is a website targeted at young adults aged between 16-26 who are interested in performing arts
such as dance, music, media, fashion, art and drama.
We are interns who are interested in digital media and fashion. Our own hopes are to succeed in life. We believe the
only way to achieve this aim is to work hard in our education and not take opportunities for granted as well as to not
give up.
Youth Arts Online can help young people as it’s a passionate online magazine which allows the young person to
explore interesting topics.
As the creative industry is very competitive, young people need to have a sense of uniqueness and aspire to reach the
high standards needed to succeed in this multimedia field. This involves the young people being determined in their
choices in the creative industry.
We believe new technology can help young people make a living from their creative talents. This can help with
gaining publicity and help them to understand their strengths and weaknesses as the youngsters could be given good
critical advice which can later help them to succeed.
The advice, we as young people, give to those who want to work in the creative industry is never give up on your
dreams and have ‘GRIT’. NEVER LOSE DETERMINATION!
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Tasnim and Amina, age 15
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WORK ExPERIENCE
I have enjoyed my work experience at Paddington Arts. The thing I liked the most was working alongside
my boss Eldora because she is very nice and she makes me laugh. I also liked being given the opportunity to
work with Youth Arts Online magazine and watch a drama sketch which was very cool.
On the first day of my placement, I arrived at work a bit nervous because it was the first day and I haven’t
ever worked for a company before. We were taken around Paddington Arts and Sharon had to talk to us
about the health and safety issues. Eldora, then introduced us to the people we would be working with
which was quite nerve-racking because I become shy when I meet people for the first time. We worked in
the newsroom alongside some very nice Italian interns who were great at making flyers and invitations for
Paddington Arts.
Natisha, age 14

I remember at the start of my work experience process I asked if I could work in theatre or journalism (the
two great loves of my life). To my surprise and pleasure I was directed to Paddington Arts where I have been
given a fantastic opportunity to pursue both of these passions. Because the building itself contains a
performance space as well as a well-run newsroom I was able to write in the day and in the evening, help to
operate the lighting for their show.
I learned a lot from working at Paddington Arts. For a start, I gained a clearer understanding of working life
in the fields I was exposed to, especially exactly how much time and effort goes into journalism and how it
is done, from research to uploading the final interview. The experience has also allowed me to dispel the
myths that working is a boring thing. It is fun having something to do and having people around that will
help you do it – especially when that something is a thing you love.
In all, my experience at Paddington Arts is hard to fault. The people were magnificent, kind and helpful – I
never felt intimidated or looked down upon. The jobs were actually fun, I never felt bored and I learned
how to break into the career I want to pursue which gives me somewhere to aim for once I’ve got through
school. All in all this has been an incredible way to spend a week.
Matthew, age 16
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Management Committee

Funders

Alan Hayling (Chair)
Alison Stanley (Vice Chair)
Thomas Kirby (Co. Secretary)
David A. Egan (Treasurer)
Leandra Box
Adele Braithwaite
Pat Buckley
Clara Hoalim-Jones
Lionel McCalman
Patricia McAllister
Judith Peterson
Angela Piddock
Nancy VandenBergh
Jennifer Williams

Arts Council England
Westiminster City Council
BBC Children in Need
City Bridge Trust
Clothworkers Foundation
Ernest Cook Trust
Help a London Child
Heritage Lottery Fund
Jack Petchey Foundation
John Lyon’s Charity
Mercers Charitable Foundation
Paul Hamlyn Foundation
Rose Foundation
WECH
Westminster Amalgamated Charity
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